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Abstract
This paper describes salient features of new sets of partan distributions
obtained
bp the CTEQ Collaboration’
based on a comprehensive
QCD global analysis of all
available data. The accuracy of the new data on deep inelastic scattering
structure
functions obtained by the very high statistics NUC and CCFRexperiments
provides
unprecedented sensitivity
to the flavor dependence of the sea-quark distributions.
In addition to much better determination
of the small z dependence of all parton
distributions,
we found: (i) the strange quark distribution
is much softer than the
non-strange sea quarks and rises above the latter at small-z: and (ii) the difference
d - u changes sign as a function of I. A few alternative
sets of viable distributions
with conventional assumptions
are also discussed.
‘The CTEQ Collaboration is funded hv Texas National Laboratory Commission. This work is &o
partially supported by ?lSF and DOE through grants made to the home institutions of the authors.
‘CTEQ is an acmnrm for Coordinated Theoretical/Experimental
Project on QCD Phenomenology
and Tests of the Standard Model. The Collaboration consists of, in addition to the above authors (as
members of its global fit subgroup), R. Brock. J. Huston. .I. Pumplin. C.P. Yuan (.USL!); J. Collins, J.
\Vhitmore (PSU); S. Kuhlmann (Argonne); S. Mishra (,Harvard); F. 01 ~5 (SMlu); D. Soper iOregon):
J. Smith, and G. Stcrman (Stony Brook).

Introduction

In the current

theoretical

framework.

high rnerqy

lepton-hadron

and

hadron-hadron
interaction
cross-sections r. both in standard model and in new physics
processes. are related to calculable fundamental parton interaction cross-wctions @ hy the
QCD factorization

theorems/l

parton distribution

functions.

as a sum of integrals
The parton

distributions

from analyzing
pair production

a set of standard experiments
(LPP). high-pl direct-photon

jet-production.

heavy flavor production.

matured and grown in complexity

convoluting

the latter with universal

can. in principle.

be drtermined

- deep inelastic scattering (DIS). lepronproduction.
\V- and Z-production.
hi<h-p,
etc. As both

theory

and as the scope of the standard

and experiments
experiments

have

rxpauds

to

various collider processes. the task of proper and systematic

global QCD analyses requires

coordinated

familiar

efforts of both theorists

sides of such an analysis.

and expetimentalists

For this reason. the CTEQ

the necessary tools for carrying

out up-to-date

with details of both

Collaboration

has been developing

global analyses based on previous work of

Duke-Owens,21 and Nortin-Tung,,R.
Previous

globai analyses were based on data from the SLAC-\IlT.

and BCD\lS
experiments;

ESIC. CDHS\V.

deep inelastic scattering experiments; the E2SS. E605 Iepton-pair production
and the \V.A70 direct photon production
exprriment.:-l:
Recently released

NMC datai .1 on F,“,‘F,P.
F,P - F?“, and Fl’d using a muon beam and CCFR data:6’ on
.-FzT; using [anti-) neutrinos are expected to have a significant
impact on QCD global
analyses because of their
high statistics

extended

and minimal

of DIS experiments

kinematic

systematic

coverage

errors.

(particularly

The precision

now far exceeds the size of next-to-leading

at small z). their

of the current

generation

order QCD contributions

to these processes; thus they probe the full complexity

of QCD mixing

quarks and gluons in a properly

LVe find that these new accurate

conducted

QCD analysis.

effects between

DlS data. supplemented by constraints imposed by data on lepton-pair and direct photon
production.
leads to substantially
increased sensitivity
to the flavor content of the seaquark distributions

as well as to the gluon distribution

to be beyond the reach of analyses involving
To demonstrate
for discovering

literature:

inclusive
the need for new comprehensive global

new features of parton
numbers

KMRSi7:,

features conventionally

totally

distributions

table I values of x’ per degree of freedom obtained
with theoretical

-

obtained

AIT-Sl,

in light

data.
analyses and the potential
of the new data, we show in

by comparison

from parton distributions

MT-B2[3i.

and the recent

thought

\IRS

widely

of old and new data
used in the current

DO!81 (which

is based on

earlier preliminary
S.\IC and CCFR data). \Ve note that all old sets do rather hadly
with the new data. Only the MT-B2 set is close to being acceptable. but still misses the
CCFR data by 1.5 - 2 standard
data as input)

does poorly,

deviations.

Even the .\IRS DO set (which

used the new

with most of its high x2 also coming from the CCFR data.’

IThese large x2 values are consistent with the original MM
in that analvsia.

analysis because the errors were enlarged

General

Description

srts of data: RCD\IS
structure
\Vith

functions.

kinematic

For the current

of New Analysis
FTp & F;“.

SUC

E60.5 LPP dwdydr.

cuts I(?’ :d ~I Gel.’

4 GE\. in direct photon production).

F;“,

auaiysis.

w use the foilou-in?

CCFR

FL?” t.z F;;““/F;‘.”

f-FF’ &I !-TFr I)IS

and !VA70. ET06 6; C.46 direct photon do dydp,.
in DIS and LPP. 11.’ ‘~ I2 Gel.’ in DIS. and pt ,
the total

number of data points

used in most of our

analysis is 917. LVe have tried hi,cher cl’-cuts
choice. For the very high-statistics

and found the results are not sensitive to the
statistical errors have heen reduced
DIS experiments.

to such a low level that systematic

errors often dominate

the experimental

uncertainties.

The systematic errors clearlv cannot be neglected as has been done in some past analyses.
On the other hand. a complete treatment of these errors. including all rrlevant correlations
(,as is usually
the context

done in single-experiment

of a large-scale global analysis.

since such a diverse set of experimental
practice

analyses).

of combining

the statistical

would be (a) entirely

and !b) uncertain

data is involved.

and sjxtematic

LVe have also tried to add the errors linearly7

in statistical

Thus.

we adopt

errors in quadrature

and found similar

course, reduced absolute values of ,y?). The relative

impractical

normalization

in

significance
the common

point-to-point.

conclusions

(wirh.

(,I

of the various data sets

is allowed to vary around 1.0 during the fitting process with an associated .y’ included
using the appropriate quoted experimental normalization
errors. Heavy target corrections
are applied to the neutrino structure functions to generate equivalent isoscalar structure
functions for nucleons. The correction factor is taken from measured ratios of structure
functions
crucial

on light to heavy targets measured

low-x region. the default correction
is significant

changes resulting

of the shadowing

compared to current experimental

from using a correction

C and Ca with subsequent extrapolation
W’e perform least xJ fits using primarily
verified and investigated by a completely

to the absolute
to-leading

take into account

factor based on a fit of shadowing

data off He,

to Fe. The differences will be noted later.
the UINC’IT
independent

program. All results have been
program package developed by
$‘s

for each experiment

“goodness of fit”, but do not attach strict statistical
above.

significance

For quantitative

QCD global analyses based on data of high accuracy,

a number of non-trivial

theoretical

and experimental

These issues have been described in detail in several reviews.[4j.‘101?IlII
discussed here.
Recent experiments

is a conservative

errors, we have also investigated

values of the x2’s for reasons mentioned

order (XLO)

In the

effect for A > 40. Since this

Duke and Owens.:‘?j We use the overall y2 as well as individual
as measures of the r&&x

experiments.[g:

factor taken for this analysis

factor based on the assumption of saturation
correction

in muon scattering

have called into question

a number

next-

one must

considerations.
hence will not be

of traditional

assumptions

3.ilthough the ratio measurement is not totally independent from the individual
FrP & Fr”, it is
in lact more significant than the latter since it involver considerably smaller svstematic errors and a
somewhat extended kinematic range; hence this data set is included upon the advice of some members
of the N\IC collaboration.
3

about the unknown inpul

parton

distrihutio~~s

iat wme lixrd

icair

Cjf,j sucil as 5L’i:li

or

SIC(?) flavor symmetry for the sea-quarks. Since thr clivrrsity of data sets llsed ill lhe
;~nalvsis and the measuremrnt accuracy have irlcreasrd sufficierltiy 11) prui-idr i~ri:leeut
CoustraintS au the theorpticai
from most conventional
more traditional

unkno\vns.

prejudices

assumptions.

\ve tind it drsirablr

and compare

10 try fits \vhich a~? irre

IIIC results

,,a:ilh those i)btnii~vd
tutus <jilt to ile \-cc>- rcwaiinz.

I-his compatisorl

~.~;lth

For most of our analyses, the $CD t~rolutiun kernel. the etfectir-r cwlplinq. n~tcl all
hard scattering cross-sections are taken to br in the \IS rcnvrmaiization
scheme: hence tile
retracted

parton distributions

of crrtain

applications.

are. by definitirjrl.

we also obtained

ill the \IS jchrmr.

parton

distribution

IFor the c~~n~rnirnce

functions

defined

in the

DIS scheme. These distributions
are generated by independent lits to the same data.”
Likewise. ore generate representative leading-order fits for applications which use I.0 ihard
matrix

elements. For concreteness.
~
focus on the US dlstrihutions.
Description

of Results

traordinary

quantitative

high statistics

over the entire

of this framework

direct photon production

as well.

xith

kinematic

of o11r results.

\r-e shall

Ln the least constrained

normalizatiou

experiments

are all comparable

considering

the diversity

range these experiments

all available rxperimerlts

around 860 for about 880 degrees of freedom (9li
and relative experimental

description

The most notable fact of this neiv global analysis is the e.r~
agreement of the NLO-QCD
parton framework with the ver!

DIS experiments

and the consistency

in the following

fitting

to the respective

of processes.

in lepton

cover

pair and

tits. the overall y? is typically

data points with 30 - :35 parton shape

parameters):

and the \’ for the indil-idual

number of points -

the kinematic

a remarkable

result

range covered. and the accuracy

of

many of the experiments.
Other fits with certain restrictions
symmetric sea) have overall $ around 910 or higher. .\lthoush

(such as SL‘(2) or SY(3)
the relativ? values uf y’

are considerably

can represent reasonable

larger than the best lit. even these alternatives

tits when taken by themselves.
letter)
ination

The plots of these fits against data (not included

in this

give the impression of good agreement in most cases and only very careful euamwill reveal the differences.

The merit of these possible

judged by examining details of the parton distributions
obtained
with the various data sets used. as will be discussed later.
In general \ve find two common
(i) The small-z (- 0.01
sea-quark distributions

can be better

and of the comparison

features of the new fits:

0.08) data from SIIC
in this region.

the shape of the gluon distribution

solutions

and CCFR require substantially

\Ve found t&is also produces an indirect

such that the momentum

fraction

increased
effect on

carried by the $uon

+This is a more reliable procedure then bv transforming from the !vIS sets since the ‘-SLO” term in
the conversion formula can, under some circumstances. be comparable in size to the “LO” term. thus
vitiating the perturbarive nature of the transformarion.;31.

at (j = 2 GeV is reduced from the previously

arct.plt,(i

valur y- 11.15 III arounti

fraction

to laryr

0.

is partially

gluor~ momentum
I)lS xhrmes):

recovered after rvolutioll
fraction

is factorization

and it is not ruactly

Fz as ill itxding order. )
iii) .As a free-parameter in the $ohal
call!

fit. the St.0

iS0 IO 160 Ale\. irl these new tits’

220 to Z-10 Ale\.
anaiwcs.

3’.:13’

found

in direct

of c)$ favored hv some LEP measurermvts)

\vith typical

analyses I?
\le\’

va1ucs .\qcoi-lf/)

and ill

[ corresponding

=

previtlrls

global

10 a higher

value

t)y ahollt

fits with different characteristics

:<u.

and list

x2 as well as the x? per data points for the various data sets. The best tit

in the 5% scheme. with the least constraints.
input

is found tl, htl ty,~i-

havr s~~bsta~r~tiaily higher y’ -

in Table II we present a set of representative
their overall

of I IIV nt’ut rino S~~U~II~WfIJrirlic,rl

~~~corlsistent

Fixed at ““0

the

jj.<‘. diHertsu[ iu 11~~\I5 and

.\ucr~i,i/lurorsi

din Fz,‘diu 0’

Fits with .\ QCD(5/l)

i Sotr that ill SLO QcD

schcmr ~lrprrldrnl

tied to the inlrgral

II, I?. ~I-llis

distribution

functions

is designated

at 0, (= ‘2 Cc\“)

CTEQI.\I.~

For this se!. the

for all the llavors are take11 to he c#f the

form: f(.7. Qo) = .loz”‘(l
- s).‘l( 17 .A& ). The coefficients .A, are subjected to miIlimal
restrictions in addition to the quark-rluruber aftd momentum 5~11 rules. ;\lthough. in rnav
appear that there are many parameters
data provides surprisingly
point

reveals that all data sets are uniformly
dependence
shape.

space.

In addition.

region. the normalization

nf where the starling

A glance across the first row of Table

well-fit’.

feature of the CTEQI.\f

of the sea quarks -

See Fig.1.

it turns nut that the wealth of

stable results for the best fit irrespective

is taken to be i[l the parameter

The most conspicuous

to he determined.

indicating

a good deal of consistency.

distributions

is the rather

the U. d. arld s distributions
because of the significantly

fI

large flavor

ail differ substalltially

in

increased s(s) in the small-r

of the strange quark. as measured hy the ratio of momentum

fractions (integrated over the full r-range (0. I)) K =2s/(G - d). is arourtd 0.9 instead
of the often quoted value of 0.5.#14~ Since these results appear to he unusual. we \viil
discuss them in some detail after we describe the other fits in order to provide a hasis for
comparison.
CTEQlD
CTEQlM.

and CTEQlL

are DIS and LO distributions

The DIS distributiorl

expects - a consistent

gives equally

change in factorization

with the same assumptions

as

good fit to data as the MS one, just as one
scheme should not change the physics.

The

‘This result supersedes a preliminarv ?TEQ YBIUCreported at the 1992 International High Energy
Cankrence

al DallasjlOj which is inaccurate due to a computer error.

‘\Ve adopt the following label scheme for our pacton distrilx~rions: CTEQnSS, where n 1s a version
number; 5 designates the factorization scheme- \I ior .\ls. D fur DfS, and L far LO: S is absent for [he best
fits, otherwise it distinguishes the alternative se,s within a given scheme. Parame[rizations nf these distributionscan beobtained bvsendingarequest to BottsGMLPA
(bitnetior Batts~‘hlSUP~.PA.\tSL’.EI)U
(internet).
‘The onlu apparenllv “high” y* associated with the .Y?JC hvdrogcn date is due lo differences nf the
?iJIC and BCDNS data around the z = 0.225 bin where the more abundant and nlore accurate BCD.\lS
data dominate the fit.

LO fit has a substantiaii~

higher

factor for the LPP &la.

coniirmiug

arlalyws.

CTEQI\IS

\: (I,.

and associated

iU)

-

normalization

rile need of the NLO formalism

i: a set ofdistributiotls

with a ‘.sirlglliar”

(I,,: its x1, comparahie !o the best tits. indicates

that current

wrwcti011

for prerision

gluon behaving

QCU

iiker

I’,’ at

data allow a raugr of differrut

extrapolations
to smaiier s iw~ond U.01. ,\nd CTEQI.\IL
is a set obtained with .\(i/i)
!ixed at 220 \Lr\. (the -I.EP evenl shape vaiue”). .A11these distributions
givr reasouble
tits to data with ditferrnt

(and some with associated limitations.

characteristics

the LO one). \Ve shall not discuss them further

in this short report.

The row labeled A12 represents a fit assuming
i2 is higher than that ol CTEQI\I
latter.

Howewr.

such as

a SC(2) Havor symmetric

by 50, all data sets are uniformly

it is associated with a normalization

to n = 1.41

too high a value from the physics

the sensitivity

of the combined

SM. .Yhe overall
well-lit

as for the

of the strange quark corresponding

point

of view.

data set to the strange

ln order to investigate

quark uormaiization

and shape,

~visdom)
are tried. The last
.-ereral fits xvvith x li.urd at 11.3 (according to conventional
row of Table II. labeled Kij. represents the best fit one can get with this restriction.
The

owrall

k’ increased dramatically

by $3.

same as the non-strange

sea distributions.

contrary

to conventional

expectations,

~dusit~e

quantities]

is sensitiw

lf one requires

the shape: VI s(z. Cj,,) to be the

the x2 also increases very substantially.
we found

this data .xt

(consisting

fo h: and to the shape ofz(z.Qo),

Thus,

of only

und it strongly

fotully
prefers

ri = 0.9 or higher.

To trace the origin of this surprising

result,

we note the principal

difference

between the

y’ values of the CCFR

FF and the

CTEQl.\I

and the K5.fit.s in Table II is the increased

NMC f:

data sets. In leading order QCD, FFd (converted

correction

[actor) is given by the straight

from FTFe using a heavy-target

sum of all quark flavors whereas Ffd corresponds

to the same sum weighted hy the squared charges. One can therefore get a direct handle on
the strange quark distribution
by examining the equality z FTd ~-3FTd = xs(z. Q) - O(a,j,
valid at small 0 where the charm distribution
on the left-hand

side of this equation

Fig.2 shows a plot of the quantity

at Q2 = .5 GeV’ using data from NMC and CCFR,

and compares it with the strange quark
the same 0’.

is small.

distributions

The size of the experimental

of CTEQlM.

li5. and .\IRS DO at

errors are superimposed

curve. It is clear from this plot that I( z 0.5 parton

distribution

on the iFFd

- 3F:d

sets are not compatible

with the new data; and that both the size and the shape of s(z:.Q) in the best fit are
driven directlv bv. data. How can this conclusion he reconciled with the conventional
low value of K obtained from leading order parton model analysis (,I dimuon production
data?Il-li

First. we “ore that our n is defined

over the full z-range (0.1):

whereas the n determined

data from a wide range al Q’ extending
to well over 100 GeV’ at moderate
K is Q-dependent

at a fixed Q* (=-I Ge\“)

for a non-SC(3)

from the dimuon

from less than

values of I.
symmetric

experiments

use

1 GeV* for the lowest z values

The two quantities

sea. Secondly,

6

and is integrated

are not the same as

from Fig.1, we see that for

1” ‘, II.1 our ~(2, 0) actually

If &(ztin)

considrrably

Ivxornes

smaller

ihen u and d as one expected.

is defined as the ratio of momentum

iractions inregrated from some ztin to L.
to 2 I).!J in the theorrtical
2 lJ.3: it increases to h-(O.Oli 2 0.83 and ~wrrtuall~

then ~(0.1)

limit Smn + Cr. Thus. the comparison

with the dimuou

r.~perirnen~~ is also deprndznt

on

the eifective z-range and the rxtrapolations
used in gnin s beyond that ran;e. Finaily. as
has been pointed out.jl.5 existing LO dimuon anaivses are likeI!- to bc unreliable at snlail
i* due to the hitherto
nominally

neglectrd

next-to-leading

The question

rontributiou

from thr gluon-fusion

order but physically

of Sr(2}

symrnrtry

paring the two fits CTEQl.\I

of the non-strange

sea can be investigated

K = 0.9) and \I2 (symmetric.

Table Ii. The increase in the overall yz of i2 mainly
\Vhen restrictions

between the CCFR.

hy com-

6 = 1.4) in

comes from the CCFR f?., and E605

data sets. iYe know that the p.V LPP cross-section
uf the sea. it is the interplay

which is

significant.

Inowsymmrtric.

the dominance of uti scattering.”

mechanisnl

should

be sertsitive

to u ixxause

of

are imposed on the Havor dependence
X.\IC

and E605 data sets which causes

the \-’ to increase. \Vhile 112 has an (arguablx)
acceptable xy.‘. it does hare an abnormally large strange quark component.
If one restricts the size oi .s(z.QOjl say K -2 1.0.
any solution

with an SC(Z) srmmetric
_.

note. in the preferred set, CTEQl.\I,
.r Q 0.06.

This behavior

positive definite.

contrasts

sea will have an unacceptable
the U. and d distributions

with that

high k’.

cross each other around

of ?vIRS DO where (d-

\Ve have found that the heharior

zi) is chosen to be

shown is preferred for all the fits we

have tried whenever the sign of this difference is left free. ’ In this connection,
there is some tantalizing
Fermilab.jlGj

experimental

evidence

for this behavior

\Ve know of no reason why this quantity

Details on the above mentioned
Uncertainties

and Challenges

some of which can be addressed.

the use of alternative

to larger upward

corrections

correction

inside deuterium

on relating

paper.

correction

in the small-r

schemes (cf.

to Fed, hence an even bigger strange-sea.

consider the effect of shadowing

at

associated with this analysis

the heavy target

shadowing

U) from Ei72

in a full-length

There are uncertainties

region. we found

of (a-

we mention

need be positive definite.

fits will be described

Concerning

\Ve also

deuterium

Sec.?) leads

One may also
to nucleon struc-

ture functions used in the analysis. Recent theoretical studies indicate that this effect is
less than 2.3% at the smallest-z value covered her&l?:
This is small compared to the
uncertainties

of the heavy-target

these uncertainties.

We also note, current

use the ?JLO QCD formalism
.s + c contribution.

correction.

Detailed

work can be done to quantify

analyses of DIS neutrino

for massless quarks.

including

structure

both

functions

the small but non-negligible

The effect of the charm quark mass is taken into account by applying

‘The CTEQ analvsis usesthe full E60.5 dataset on du!dydr (120 pointsj: whereas. it appears from the
published literature that, the MR.5 analyses use only the integrated dujdr data for consistency checks;l3’.
‘This may be partiallv responsible for the very high x2 values on the CCFR data using the MRS DO
distributions (cf. Table I).
i

tI, the (iata. not at the theoretical rnd. ‘This ic nvt italic
i>, at host. a leading order one. since the
satisfactory /x:cause the applied ‘.vrrection”
i’ IO illcllldt~
cY,n1pktr SLO thu,r\. for this trnnsitioil Ih)!Y vxist5. I s<’the COrrt’Ct p’ocdu”’
;L “charm-threshold

corrections”

this in [he theorrticai
functions.

\Ve do 1101. howvcr.

:he mail1 featll~s

directly hy

tzxpressiorl arid to cornpaw

OI O,I~ wuits

at small-s:

unsprcitied

and (iii

of these possible improvements

to the larqz arrange sea at srr~ail-u n-,,uid

systematic

the throretical

tu arfcct

~iernonstratcd.they are driw~ rat hc:r

since. ias ivr ilai-r

the new data. The “nly alternatives

he: (i) there are additional
experiments

expect either

ivit.11 thr nncor~rrcte~f ph,vsizal structure

errors associated

with the two major

due to charm-mass

corrections

rlfrcts

are

much larger than rxpecced an<1 turn out to accotlnt for the bulk of the observed difference
$‘d - nFrd III place of zs(r.0).
The last possibility is under investigation.
Hadron collider data on I\--. Z~production. lrpton pair production. diwct-photon
production. jet production.
and hravy Rar-or prnduction
are providing
useful tests uf the
conwntional
QCD calculations.
rile txprcttd
i~~crease in integrated luminosity
by an
order of magnitude
quantitative

at the Tevntron

information

will make these measurements

oil parto”

distributiolls.

in our global analysis lead to incrrased
processes in the regions dominated

photon. and heavy Havor producticjn).
tend to give smaller cross-sections
CDF data. luput

probe the very small-r
ton distributions

since earlier parton distributions

on all these processes when compared

available.

collider

partons (low mass lepton pair. low pI direct
to preiiminar>

in the current run at the Ter.atron

region: and \rill measure. in addition.

than currently

*,I

ubtailled

fGr all the above mentioned

This is gratifying

from new results obtained

wurces

‘The new parton distributions

cross-section

hy small-r

important

different

will help

combinations

Given the tight constraints

of par-

on these functions

already found in this analysis. the new input xill certainly provide significant quantitative
rests of the consistency of the QCD parton framework and lead to even better determination of the parton distributions.

\Ve also.

d

course. eagerly anticipate

bIERA ep collidrr:l9!

which will provide a xealth

and other observables

sensitive

to partnn

of information

distributions

results from the

on structure

in a widely

expanded

functions
kinematic

range.
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.Vole -Added in Proof:
Since this paper was submitted.

a new leading-order

QCD analysis of dimuon

ex-ents

in neutrino scattering has been pubiished by the CCFR group (PRL 70, 131 (199X)),
reaffirming a smaller strange sea than the non-strange one. The difference in the measured

,5iz. &)). wmpared

to

~~btiliwd

Ibat

region. \\‘r bave bren iniormed
a rieut-to-teadin;

from our $obal

i1llal~si.i. iics maiuiv

t>y tbt. C:CFR collaboratior~

that prviirninary

crrrtrr anal,vsis of t tie same (tata 110 ,101 IraIl

1hew wsuit.s. Ii this m~ilsi~r~nilc~it 0I thr 5t,rau:r wa IS corwcI.
!leutritlo

and muorl J-l 5Lructurv

iuncLions

in t/iv zmaii s
rrsults from

tu substantial

cllanqes in

1tirn I ht. (IilTr~rrnrt~ c,f ttlv

st10wtl in I.‘i::. L’ cnrinut

ht. fully at:ribulrd

to

I he strange quark. ‘Liti- sueg,rs~s either
Tar tlrgiect,rd

additi~~nal sc)urcvs <II ! heorelical unct,rtailltics
is,
in ait gtol~al anai~ses. or au iilci)rrlpntit)iliti;
of the F’1 rrieasurrrnerlls of f he

r(,
CCFR and .Y\IC uperiments
aithin the stated errors in the wry small s rrgion.
see how rtiarlgrs iu t~uperirnental sntematic
~rrnrs mi;bt aifect t be situali<lu. xc have,
performed

rle\r lits tisinq K .= 0.5 and incrcasit~g tb? euperirnrntal

systematic

smallest-r

bins hy a, multipticatiw

1’ in-hetwrerl

factor.

Reasonable fits xith

error in thr
the i)rst

CTEQ tits and the “~5 lit” (cf. Table II) are obtained with a fact<jr of ordrr ? for ritber
g,f the euprrirnents. Aside from rradjustmerlts
among the sea-quark flavors. the shaprs 111
the other parton distributiuns
It is important

IO emphasize

Ilbscure the main rrsults
distributions

remain quitr
that

,)I this paper:

stablr.

the question

Details \vill be described
about

thr ~tranqe

t be &terrniIlatioll

based on recerit highly precise experimentill

elsr\\-her?.

quark should llut

UI a NOR’ generation
measurements

oi part<,,,

and phrnomeno-

logical advances. The= progress made is evident in the x2 cornparis~~~~ betwerl Tables I
and II. The uex degree of accuracy is also responsible for bringing the potential conflict
between the nw

F2 measurements

puzzle we need to reevaluate

all theoretical

tematic errors in the global analysis:
These efforts are onder\vay.
their data in the small-s

and the dimuon results to light.
uncertairlties:

improve

and. tinall~. include the dimuorl

To resolw thecurrent
the treatment

data in the analysis.

At the same time, we urge the key experiments
regiou to see if our observed discrepancy

of sys-

to re-rxamine

persists under closer

scrutiny.
\Ve thank various members of the CCFR
and .\Iichael Shaevitz for in-depth

discussions

Collaboration.

particularly

on the strange quark issue.
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2. Iti
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Table

I: xy? of some \videly used parton distributions
applied to current experimental
data. The lint column gives the total y’ for 917 data points iall experimrnts).
‘The
SIther columns give the k? pfr data point for the individual
data sets: C’C~‘FR F, and F:,;
.V.l/C H. D. and F;: F:: BC’U.IfS
H and D: E6U5: and the combined direct photon
production data ([I,-.-1X 15706 and C-.\6).

$ pts.
CTEOL.\I
CTEQlD
CTEQW
CTEQl.\lL
CTEQlL
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~
~

Total y?
917
dtitl

crfFz
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rcffi
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nmcH
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nmrD
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tn.90
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0.i-l
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1.26

U.i9

d92
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~ O.M9

0.86

912
948

umcR
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IxdH
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l).i2
II.65

1.1'

U.87

Il.73

U.Y I

l.Ui

0.83

II.70

1.26

n.‘39

1.25

0.71

1.10

0.87

O.i4

1.24
1.03

0.86

1.76

1.1a
0.99

il.75

1.50

U.82
0.6&l

0.83

l.Oi

1.15

O.i3

9.87
1.00

1.30

U.i6

1.2d

O.i2

1.11
1.14

0.99
1.09

o.a6

0.81

0.96

1.28

!~ 0.96

Il.87

1.26

hcdD

156

E605

1lY

Dir 7
47

0.119

Table II: 1’ of various CTEfJ global fits to current data. Column labels are the same
as in Table I. The number of fitting parameters (parton distribution
shape and relatiw
experimental normalization)
is of the order of 30 to 35: resulting in about 580 degrees of
freedom

LO

Figure
Fig.

1

: Sea-quark distriblltiolls.
on thr riqht ior \IRS-DO.

Captions

The Hayor labels on the It.fr aw For CTEQl\I:

I~,XC

: Comparison oi rxperimenraily
measured i fi’r” - 3FTd with ss(s. (lO,i from 1~
of our fits. CTEQl\I
and K5. and from .\IRS.DU.
Errors of thr two euperiments
are
added in quadrature and superimposed on the wle~~lt curve to indicate the size <>Irhe
ruperimental uncertainty.

Fig. 2
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